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Abstract

Many patients under treatment for mood disorders, in particular patients with bipolar
mood disorders, experience episodes of mood switching from one state to another. Various
hypotheses have been proposed to explain the mechanism of mood switching, spontaneously
or induced by drug treatment. Animal models have also been used to test the role of psycho-
tropic drugs in the switching of mood states. We examine the possible relationship between the
pharmacology of psychotropic drugs and their reported incidents of induced mood switching,
with reference to the various hypotheses of mechanisms of mood switching.

Summations

• Patients suffering from major affective disorders often require long term psychotropic
drug maintenance.

• Skillful and informed adjustment of maintenance medications is necessary in these
patients.

• Shifting between depression, mania, or a mixed state may recur in the course of affective
disorders and various hypotheses have been advanced to explain the mechanism behind
such mood shifting.

• This review summarizes and examines the pharmacological properties of psychotropics in
view of their reported treatment induced mood changes.

Considerations

• Shifting in mood states or unstable mood may occur spontaneously in the course of some
patients suffering from major affective disorders independent of drug treatment.

• The relationship between the specific pharmacological properties of psychotropics and
their induced mood shifting will be required to be tested in well designed studies.

• The pharmacological properties and mechanism of actions of existing antidepressant
drugs may not differ enough to show a quantifiable difference in treatment induced mood
shifting.

Introduction

Some patients suffering from mood disorders (AD) and in particular bipolar disorders (BD)
experience unstable or shifting moods throughout their illness, with or without treatment.
Mood shifting includes a shift from depression to hypomania or mania, or from hypomania
and mania into depression, or into a mixed state consisting of both hypomanic, manic and
depressive features. The cause of the shifting or switching between different mood states in these
patients has been the subject ofmuch discussion and various hypotheses on themechanism have
been advanced. The role of psychotropic drugs in inducing switching into mania and or a
depressive state has also been the subject of much debate.

BD with unstable mood and energy states present a well-known therapeutic challenge for
clinicians. In many patients, the treatment plan often has to be adjusted throughout the course
of the illness. Clinicians often have to resort to polypharmacy, with their well-known metabolic
and other side effect burdens. It is estimated that about one-fifth of patients with BDmay receive
four or more psychotropic medications. In actual practice, demand and pressure from patients
and their families often resulted in the prescription and switching between various medication
combinations, outpacing evidence in the literature (Fornaro et al., 2016a; Fung et al., 2019;
Goldberg, 2019; Nestsiarovich et al., 2019).
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While combinations of antidepressants, lithium and other
mood stabilisers or anticonvulsants are often prescribed in prac-
tice, some treatment guidelines still caution that antidepressants
may trigger mania or mood cycle acceleration. However, the risks
of antidepressants have not been studied in well-designed and
adequately powered trials (Grunze, 2005).

In many BD patients, depression occurs in the first episode of
the illness. As a result, antidepressant drugs are usually adminis-
tered in patients suffering from mood disorders. It has been esti-
mated that at least 70% of BD patients fail to receive the correct
diagnosis in the year following the first episode and (estimated
at 35%) it may take up to 10 years for the correct diagnosis to
be established (Lish et al., 1994). In addition, a substantial majority
of BD spectrum patients go unrecognised and undiagnosed and
remain untreated or inadequately treated (Hirschfeld et al.,
2003; Fountoulakis et al., 2017). It is therefore not unexpected
to find that antidepressants are widely and may be inappropriately
used for many patients. This may contribute to the complexity and
confusion in understanding whether antidepressants induce the
switch process, or the switching in mood states was just spontane-
ous and independent of the antidepressant drug treatment.

While the mood switching in an episode could be induced by
drug treatment, the phenomenon of mood switching was histori-
cally described as ‘reactive hyperthymia’ over a century ago, long
before the discovery of antidepressants (Angst & Sellaro, 2000).
The concept of periodic mania was also well known and probably
referred to patients with BD (Mendel, 1881). Likewise, mania
switching into depression was commonly reported as ‘reactive
depression’. MacDonald (1918) noted that mild depression pre-
ceded or terminated manic attacks in most of the patients he
had studied.

Another important clinical feature is the difference in the syn-
dromal stability between male and female patients. Angst (1978)
studied the first 20 episodes of BD in male and female patients
and reported that female patients showed more depressive epi-
sodes and male patients more cyclic episodes. These syndromal
proportions were remarkably stable over the 20 episodes. It was
also suggested that ageing is not associated with an increase in
the depressive component of the illness (Angst & Weiss, 1967).
This implies that the underlying pathophysiology of BD may be
relatively stable once it is established and does not change over
time, and unstable or shifting mood is the nature of this illness.

While this historical evidence does not exclude the possibility
that mood switching could be treatment induced in some patients,
it does emphasise the underlying natural history of the disorder as
an important confounding factor to be considered in evaluating the
biological basis of treatment-induced mood switching in AD, in
particular BD.

Hypotheses on the mechanism of mood state switching in
affective disorders

Various hypotheses have been proposed to explain the neurobio-
logical mechanism of treatment-induced or spontaneous mood
switching in AD.

Neurotransmitter and neuropathway imbalance hypotheses
These hypotheses can be traced back to about 6 decades ago when
the important roles of several neurotransmitters serotonin (5HT),
norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA) and acetylcholine (Ach) in
mental disorders began to be discovered and reported widely in the
literature. The symptoms of mania and depression appeared to be

‘directly opposite’ to each other, and it was therefore suspected that
neuropathways/neurotransmitters with opposite or antagonistic
functions dominated the depressed versus the manic states. A sim-
ple cholinergic−adrenergic hypothesis (Janowsky et al., 1972) was
proposed to explain the contrasting states of mood disorders. This
hypothesis depicted an imbalance between an adrenergic/noradre-
nergic for a high energy/mood state and a cholinergic (Ach) circuit
for a calm or sedated state. With later research showing the impor-
tance of DA in the regulation of mood, as well as its important role
in the mechanism of action of many psychotropic drugs, the early
simple hypothesis was then replaced by the catecholaminergic-
cholinergic hypothesis (Salvadore et al., 2010; van Enkhuizen
et al., 2015; Ashok et al., 2017). This neurotransmitter out of bal-
ance hypothesis is comparable to the DA-Ach balance hypothesis
in Parkinson’s disease (PD) (McKinley et al., 2019; Ztaou &
Amalric, 2019; Myslivecek, 2021). In PD, the reciprocal control
and balance between Ach andDA-containing neurons are lost with
the death of DA-containing neurons. A simple introduction of
anticholinergic drugs to restore the balance fell out of favour
because of side effects and the introduction of novel treatment
methodology (Ztaou & Amalric, 2019; Poppi et al., 2021).

The role of other neuropathways such as glutamine (Glx) has
also been brought into this neurotransmitter imbalance concept
in recent years. Patients with BD were shown to have significantly
higher levels of Glx (Gigante et al., 2012) in certain brain regions
such as the anterior cingulate (Li et al., 2016). It was hypothesised
that depressive andmanic episodes may be characterised bymodu-
lation of the glutamine/glutamate ratio in opposite directions, pos-
sibly suggesting reduced versus elevated glutamate conversion to
glutamine by glial cells, respectively (Yüksel & Öngür, 2010).
Spectroscopy studies of the glutamate system and mitochondrial
dysfunction in paediatric BD measurement of glutamate changes
were proposed for the early detection of bipolar changes in paedi-
atric patients (Kondo et al., 2014). Similarly, higher GABA/creati-
nine levels were reported in euthymic BD outpatients compared to
healthy controls (Brady et al., 2013), suggesting that a GABAergic
dysfunction may also exist.

The interactions between neuropathways are dynamic, con-
tinuous and reciprocally adjusting. The sensitivity of neurotrans-
mitter receptors, for example, may adjust or change over time.
Chronic antidepressant drug treatment was shown decades ago
to downregulate both 5HT and NE receptors (Tang et al., 1981;
Dumbrille-Ross & Tang, 1983; Helmeste & Tang, 1983) and with-
drawal may result in rebound hypersensitivity (Tang et al., 1979a,
1979b). Similarly, DA receptors may adjust with changes in neuro-
transmission. While the elevation of DA receptors may contribute
to a hyperactive reward network in mania, secondary down-regu-
lation of dopaminergic receptor sensitivity over time may shift the
system into a depressive state. A repetition of the cycle may explain
the cyclical nature of mood changes. A breakdown of DA receptor
and transporter homeostasis might underlie the pathophysiology
of unstable mood (Berk et al., 2007; Ashok et al., 2017). While
the chronic antidepressant treatment-induced receptor subsensi-
tivity and withdrawal rebound supersensitivity may explain the
antidepressant-induced mood switching phenomenon, spontane-
ous mood switching in patients who are not on psychotropics may
have a different mechanism.

The subsensitivity/rebound hypersensitivity switching may also
be the mechanism behind the neuropathway oscillation model
(Goldbeter, 2011, 2013) for explaining mood switching in BD.
His hypothesis depicted the propensities to mania and depres-
sion as governed by the activities of two putative neural circuits
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that oscillate and self-inhibit each other. When mutual inhibi-
tion is sufficiently strong, the model predicts ‘bistability’, and
lesser inhibition would result in a mixed bipolar state. About
two-thirds of bipolar-depressed patients had concomitant
manic symptoms (Henry et al., 2010). While interesting, no
experimental data is available to support the hypothesis and
it may be difficult to use a variable strength reciprocal inhibiting
dual neurocircuit model to explain the mixed symptoms in
many bipolar states.

In summary, the translational aspect of the above hypothesis is
that introduction of a psychotropic with potent action on one
neurotransmitter pathway may upset a previously balanced mood
state, or that the balance mood state may be lost over time with the
development of neuropathway-receptor subsensitivity or super-
sensitivity, and drug−drug interactions through CYP enzyme
inhibition or metabolic polymorphism. It will require a well-
designed placebo-controlled on and off study of psychotropics
with relatively targeted action on the specific neurotransmitter
pathway in question to resolve this.

Circadian rhythm photoperiod length-induced neurocircuit
changes
It is well known that changing daylight duration may induce a
mood switch in some patients with affective disorders, exemplified
in those with seasonal affective disorders (SAD). One of the pro-
posals was the increased catecholaminergic expression during peri-
ods of high activity, changing over to increased somatostatin and
corticotrophin-releasing factor during periods of low activity
(Young & Dulcis, 2015). Perturbations of the circadian biological
and social rhythms may also influence the expression of rapid
cycling (Papadimitriou et al., 2005). Furthermore, associations
of circadian gene polymorphisms, such as the CLOCK gene
(OMIM 601851), with affective disorders have been reported.
This model proposed a role ofMAO-A inhibition with the decreas-
ing sunlight effect, which leads to an increase in DA function lead-
ing to mania (Kripke et al., 2009). While interesting, the efficacy of
light therapy is only effective in a portion of patients with SAD
(Pail et al., 2011) and thus can be considered as an adjunct treat-
ment for selected patients.

For the selection of psychotropics for SAD, there have been few
reports supporting differential efficacies of different types of anti-
depressant drugs on SAD. Bupropion is an example was once
reported to be an effective preventive treatment (Westrin &
Lam, 2007) but others did not find enough evidence to support
the superior efficacy of any specific antidepressant agents for the
treatment of SAD (Yildiz et al., 2016; Pjrek et al., 2020).

Stress-induced neurobiological changes
Stressful life events are well known to trigger depression in previ-
ously well-maintained patients suffering from MD and BD.
Negative life events do not seem to trigger mania, but life events
involving goal attainment do appear to trigger manic symptoms
(Johnson, 2005).

In animal models, experimental stress-induced both acute and
long-term changes in the brain (McEwen & Gianaros, 2011).
Changes in neurotransmitter functions and neurocircuits (Mahar
et al., 2014), neurogenesis (Lau et al., 2007; Qiu et al., 2007),
response to psychotropics (Hamidovic et al., 2010), receptor and
gene expressions (Cattaneo & Riva, 2016) have all been reported
in these models. Antidepressant drugs and physical exercises
may protect the brain from the neurocircuit damaging effects of
stress-induced cortisol elevation (Qiu et al., 2007; Tang et al.,

2008, 2012, 2017; Yau et al., 2011). Mood stabilisers, such as lith-
ium and valproic acid (Wang et al., 2011; Chiu et al., 2013) have
been shown to protect the brain from stress-induced changes
through glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3), a multifunctional
protein kinase (Harwood & Agam, 2003).

It is important to caution that most of the data came from ani-
mal models, using various paradigms to model stress. In practice,
antidepressant drugs and mood stabilisers are often adjusted in
patients facing severe stressful life events. However, stressful life
events as a trigger for depressive or manic symptoms still await fur-
ther assessment within a longitudinal study (Johnson, 2005).
When designing future studies, it would be important to define
what constitutes ‘stress’ and how to quantify stress.

Episodic neuroinflammation
Inflammation has long been linked to affective disorders and sui-
cide (Berk et al., 2013; Franklin et al., 2018; Kageyama et al., 2018;
Leonard, 2018; Bergmans et al., 2019). There are several studies
that have demonstrated an increase in proinflammatory cytokines
in the blood of patients with BD (Bai et al., 2014). The proinflam-
matory cytokines are secreted from activated macrophages, which
include microglia as well as T-lymphocytes and endothelial cells.
This results in the activation of neutrophils, the proliferation of
B cells, the synthesis of acute-phase proteins and vascular per-
meability is also increased. Other studies have concentrated on
changes in the interleukins (IL’s), tumour necrosis factor, alpha
(TNF) factor, the interferons and transforming growth factors.
On accessing the CNS, the cytokines activate the microglia, astro-
cytes and oligodendroglia. In BD, the chronic activation of the glia
changes the homeostatic balance of the glia to an inflammatory
state, which contributes to neuronal damage (Watkins et al., 2014).

The most consistent change reported to occur in BD has been
the elevation in the serum concentration of IL-6 (Remlinger-
Molenda et al., 2012; Munkholm et al., 2015). The concentration
of IL-6 is reported to be higher during the manic phase than during
the remission period while INF-gamma was higher during the
acute depressive episode. The IL-6 concentration was correlated
with the intensity of the manic state. By contrast, the concentration
of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 was reported to be higher
in the depressed phase during the remission period by Brietzke
et al. (2009), who also reported that the IL-6 levels were elevated
in the depressive phase. The particular importance of IL-6 in BD
relates to its pleiotropic properties, which result in the stimulation
of T and B lymphocytes, and hepatocytes, which release acute-
phase proteins such as C-reactive protein (CRP). Other investiga-
tors have confirmed an increase of IL-6, TNF-alpha (Kim et al.,
2007) and IL-2 (Rapaport et al., 1999) in the manic phase and nor-
malised after effective treatment. The anti-inflammatory cytokine,
IL-4, was also found to be reduced during the manic phase and
returned to normal on effective treatment (Kim et al., 2007).
These studies confirm that there is an imbalance between pro-
and anti-inflammatory cytokines in the two main phases of BPD.

The chronic elevation of the proinflammatory cytokines
reduces the sensitivity of the glucocorticoid and insulin receptors
thereby contributing to the increased incidence of metabolic syn-
drome (dyslipidaemia, diabetes, cardiovascular disease etc.) in BD
patients (Goldstein et al., 2009).

In addition to the impact of the proinflammatory cytokines on
the intermediary metabolism and ultimately on the integrity of the
neuronal structure and function, they also disrupt monoamine
neurotransmitter synthesis by reducing the availability of tetrahy-
drobiopterin, the key factor in monoamine synthesis (Felger &
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Miller, 2012). Monoamine signalling is further disrupted by the
increase in the expression of the serotonin and DA transporter
proteins. Glutamate signalling is also affected as the proinflam-
matory cytokines increase the activity of indoleamine-2,3-dihy-
drogenase. This leads to the synthesis of the neurotoxic
N-methyl-D-aspartate agonist quinolinic acid which potentiates
excitotoxicity (Myint, 2012). However, despite the evidence that
the neuronal structure is affected by the inflammatory assault,
there is evidence that BD is characterised by the glial pathology
rather than neurodegenerative changes which characterise major
depression (Rajkowska, 2002).

Recent meta-analyses implicate an increase in proinflammatory
cytokines and a decrease in brain-derived neurotropic factor
(BDNF) as crucial to the cellular pathology of BD, particularly dur-
ing the manic phase of the episode. These markers appear to
respond to the therapeutic effects of such mood stabilisers as lith-
ium and valproate. However, despite the availability of data indi-
cating changes in themanic and euthymic states, there appear to be
no reports which would give an insight into specific changes asso-
ciated with the switch process, or how this may induce a switch in
mood states. Clearly, it is essential to undertake detailed studies,
larger sample sizes, BD subtypes, family history and comorbidities
to understand the immune complexity of BD (Muneer, 2016).

In summary, given the episodic nature of mood state switching,
an ‘on and off’ neuro or systematic inflammatory process could
possibly be one of the causes in some patients (Maletic &
Raison, 2014; Fries et al., 2019). Genetic and systematic abnormal-
ities in inflammatory factors have been reported to be associated
with bipolar mood disorders (Sigitova et al., 2017) and impulsivity
(Kim et al., 2020). An association between low-grade inflammation
and the clinical features of BD was also reported (Gan et al., 2019).
Electroconvulsive treatment, an effective and safe treatment for all
the states of severe and drug-resistant BD (Perugi et al., 2017),
would cause an acute immuno-inflammatory response followed
by a decrease in inflammation (Yrondi et al., 2018). However, neu-
roinflammation is non-specific to neuropathways (Goldstein et al.,
2009; Tang et al., 2021) and has also been proposed to be associated
with other brain disorders such as dementia. A hypothesis of epi-
sodic inflammation as the cause of mood state switching will
require muchmore supporting evidence and a clear and unequivo-
cal efficacy of anti-inflammatory agents with or without concomi-
tant antidepressant drugs needs to be demonstrated. At this point,
consideration of adjunctive anti-inflammatory agents may be use-
ful in patients with unstable and hard-to-stabilise mood states who
showed abnormal inflammatory markers.

Though anti-inflammatory agents have been and are being
tested for their antidepressant effects, direct or indirect modulation
of inflammatory response also has the potential to be tested as
novel therapeutic approaches for patients with unstable moods
or problematic mood switching (Pereira et al., 2021).

Of the anti-inflammatory drugs investigated as adjunctive treat-
ments for major depression and for BD, the cyclooxygenase-2
inhibitor, celecoxib, has received particular attention (Husain
et al., 2017). Celecoxib is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory which
inhibits the formation of proinflammatory prostaglandins from
arachidonic acid. As a consequence, arachidonic acid is shunted
into a pathway leading to the synthesis of anti-inflammatory eico-
sanoids (Strauss, 2008) of which the omega-3 fatty acid, eicosapen-
taenoic acid has anti-inflammatory and possible antidepressant
activity, as indicated by the behavioural, neurotransmitter and
immune changes in the olfactory bulbectomised rat model of
depression. The arachidonic cascade hypothesis has been advanced

to explain the anti-manic actions of mood-stabilising drugs such as
lithium, valproate and lamotrigine, all of which have been shown to
downregulate the turnover of brain phospholipids. Clinical studies
have demonstrated that the combination of antidepressants with
celecoxib enhances the antidepressant action in the treatment
of bipolar depression (Halaris et al., 2020) while Edberg et al.
(2018) demonstrated that the adjunctive celecoxib treatment also
reduced the concentration of CRP concomitant with the anti-
depressant effect in BPD.

Clearly more extensive clinical studies need to be undertaken to
validate the usefulness of the arachidonic acid cascade hypothesis
in the development of potential mood-stabilising drugs. Presently
there is no experimental or clinical evidence that the eicosanoids
are specifically involved in the switch mechanism. However, an
experimental study by Rapoport et al. (2009) that antidepressants
shown to switch patients into the manic phase also upregulate the
arachidonic acid cascade. This further emphasises the need to
clarify and extend these studies, both experimental and clinically,
to target the metabolism of arachidonic acid in the two main
phases of BD and in the switch process.

BDNF and thyroid hormone imbalance
A wealth of data supports a major role of BDNF in affective dis-
orders. Antidepressant treatment and exercise (Tang et al.,
2008) also elevate BDNF. Altered activity of BDNF has been
proposed as a possible cause of mood instability (Tsai, 2004).
A possible association between BDNF Val66Met polymorphism
and BD has been reported (Neves-Pereira et al., 2002) but later
found to be complex and inconsistent (Kanazawa et al., 2007;
Wang et al., 2014, González-Castro et al., 2015). Whether changes
in brain BDNF is an important factor in mood shift or unstable
mood in affective disorders still requires much further research.

Reports on thyroid dysfunction in bipolar patients date back to
the 1990s, with Grade I (Bauer et al., 1990), II, III (Kusalic, 1992)
hypothyroidism reported in rapid cyclers. However, the findings
were not consistent, as no significant differences in thyroid func-
tion indices between rapid- and non-rapid-cycling cases were also
reported (Valle et al., 1999). As thyroxine is an important ‘activat-
ing’ hormone in energy metabolism, it is natural to question
whether changes in thyroid function may trigger a switch in mood
state. The literature reviewed argued that there were some clues
that thyroxine (T3) could augment and accelerate treatment
response with antidepressants and lithium and that it might pro-
tect against rapid-cycling BD, as well as against relapse (Parmentier
& Sienaert, 2018). Another double-blinded control study showed
the benefit of adjunctive L-T4 in alleviating resistant depression,
reducing time in mixed states and increasing time euthymic and
adjunctive T3 did not show statistically significant evidence of ben-
efit over placebo in reducing the time spent in disturbed mood
states (Walshaw et al., 2018). Again, the thyroxine factor is likely
to be only present in some patients with unstable mood and not a
general phenomenon in all patients with mood switching.

Genetic susceptibility
There has been great progress in the application of pharmacoge-
nomics in diagnosis and treatment (Fortinguerra et al., 2019)
and genetic susceptibility is an important factor. The genetic basis
of BD appears to be complex. Earlier reports of simpler gene abnor-
malities are replacing by more complex ones. For example, not
only coding but non-coding RNA been hypothesised to underlie
the pathology of BD (Luykx et al., 2019) more meta-analyses of
both bipolar and unipolar mood patients suggested the risk of
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antidepressant-associated mood elevations in bipolar II disorder
was intermediate between bipolar I and major depression (Bond
et al., 2008). The risk of mania switch was more frequent with than
without antidepressants, and in bipolar as compared to unipolar
patients (Tondo et al., 2010). The 5HT transporter gene promoter
polymorphism has been suspected to underline the susceptibility
to antidepressant-induced mania but more research is needed
(Biernacka et al., 2012). A functional variant in the 5HT receptor
7 gene (HTR7) was shown to be associated with good response to
SSRIs in bipolar and unipolar depression (Fortinguerra et al., 2019;
Wei et al., 2020). The genetic factor, therefore, is unlikely to be a
major factor behind mood state switching.

The mitochondria hypothesis of energy abnormality in mood
disorders
It is well known that mitochondria are the powerhouse of the
body and energy defects are a prominent symptom of depression
while excessive energy is an important diagnostic symptom of
mania. Reports supporting energy metabolism abnormalities in
subjects with affective disorders dated back to the early 1990s
and altered expressions of mitochondria-related genes were
reported (Kasahara & Kato, 2018). Additionally, environmental
factors for these disorders, such as stresses, have been suggested
to induce mitochondrial abnormalities. Moreover, animal studies
have suggested that interactions of altered expression of mitochon-
dria-related genes and environmental factors might be involved in
mental disorders.

Mitochondrial dysfunction in affective disorders was organised
into a hypothesis (Kato, 2017; Allen et al., 2018; Caruso et al.,
2019). A 16–21% prevalence of BD was reported in mitochondrial
diseases by several groups (Fattal et al., 2006; Mancuso et al., 2008;
Inczedy-Farkas et al., 2014), which is about 20 times higher than
the general population. This suggests that having a mitochondrial
disease is a strong risk factor for BD. Using an Induced pluripotent
stem cells model for human BD, mitochondrial abnormalities were
found in young neurons from patients with BD (Mertens et al.,
2015). All these findings regarding mitochondria defects raise
the possibility of developing new bipolar drugs targeting mito-
chondria (Pereira et al., 2018). The mitochondria hypothesis cer-
tainly offers an important conceptual framework to study the
episodic or fluctuating energy phenomenon in mood disorders.
How episodic mitochondrial changes can be used to explain the
unstable and episodic changes in mood awaits further investiga-
tion. At this point, there is no pharmacotherapy targeting themito-
chondria resulting in the stabilisation of mood.

Method

This review employed the traditional style of literature search. We
searched the English language literature, including foreign-
language publications with informative abstracts in English, up
to August 31st, 2021, using PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov), crossing the keywords ‘mood instability’, ‘antidepressant
induced mania’, ‘treatment induced depression’, ‘mood switching’,
‘stress’, respectively and in turn with the following words: psychia-
try, psychosis, psychiatric disorders, BD, anxiety disorders, brain
circuits, neurotransmitters, psychotropics, brain areas, serotonin
(5HT), DA, NE and mitochondria.

Various terminology has been used to describe the phenome-
non of mood shifting in mood disorders. In this review, we
used the term ‘mood switching’ to refer to both spontaneous
(non-treatment-induced) and treatment-induced changes in the

states of mood, including shifting and changes between depression,
hypomania and mania.

As the available literature concerning this topic is substantial,
manuscripts identified were included in this review only after
evaluating the quality of the research and relevancy to the various
sections of this review, namely the hypothesis of neurobiology and
mechanism of mood shifting, and treatment-induced mood
shifting.

Results

Animal models

Animal models have been developed for research into the mecha-
nism of mood switching and the search for new therapeutic targets
(Logan &McClung, 2016). Though there are serious limitations, in
that to what extent to which an animal model could recapitulate
important features of AD and BD in the human, behavioural
switching in animal models still may be useful to simulate switch-
ing of mood state into mania and vice versa. Animal models offer
tremendous benefits for research into the biology of a drug-
induced and spontaneous switching in mood states, as both in vivo
and in vitro neuroanatomical, imaging, neurochemistry, genetic
and pharmacological challenge approaches are all possible.
Animal models likely would bemore appropriate for testing energy
changes induced by genetic, drugs and other environmental fac-
tors. Pharmacological challenges with antidepressant drugs of
opposite or contrasting neurotransmitter profiles, for example,
DA antidepressant drugs versus anticholinergic/5HT antidepres-
sant drugs, may also help to unlock the mystery of antidepressant
drug-induced switching in mood states.

However, developing an animal model of any psychiatric disor-
der is naturally difficult if not impossible. The symptoms of a dis-
order are usually broad, complex, mixed or variable and shifting in
patients. Some crucial symptoms that are used to diagnose a dis-
order cannot be assessed in non-human models. How can feelings
of guilt or worthlessness, expressions of sorrow be expressed in a
rodent? New models should fulfil the three axes of validity: face
validity, predictive validity and construct validity (Einat, 2014).
The ideal model should express all the main symptoms of BD
but also be able to spontaneously switch between the manic and
depressed state. We are nowhere near to producing such a model.

Some models of BD are listed here:

a. Changes in circadian rhythms and in the sleep-wake cyclic are
diagnostic criteria for BD (Wirz-Justice, 2006). BD patients dis-
play rhythmical changes in general activity, sleep, body temper-
ature, hormonal secretion and cellular regeneration all of which
reflect fundamental alterations in the circadian rhythm
(Bunney & Potkin, 2008). These disruptions suggest that
changes in clock genes are intimately involved (Wirz-Justice,
2006). Thus, several mouse models have been developed for
BD based on the clock delta 19 mutant mouse. These mice carry
a deletion of exon 19 of the clock gene, which results in a dom-
inant protein which is unable to activate transcription (King
et al., 1997) As a consequence, the mice exhibit manic-like
behaviour, an altered sleep pattern, an increase in response
to reward stimuli, reduced anxiety and depressive-like behav-
iour (McClung et al., 2005; McClung, 2007).

In addition to the behavioural changes that simulate impor-
tant features of mania, mice with the defective Clock gene show
an increase in DA release from neurons in the ventral tegmental
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region which reflects the dopaminergic cell firing rate (McClung
et al., 2005). This lends support to the view that hyperdopami-
nergic function is responsible for mania in BD (Berk et al., 2007).

An important predictive feature of the Clock gene model is
the response to lithium. The dysfunctional circadian rhythm
is corrected by the administration of lithium and the change
is correlated with the action of lithium on GSK-3, a key
intra-cellular target for the drug (Coque et al., 2011).

Observations of depressive-like behaviour in the Clock gene
mousemodel are less frequent (Mukherjee et al., 2010) but there
is experimental evidence the Bcl-2 gene is disrupted. This
gene is involved in neuronal development, plasticity and neuro-
degeneration. Indirectly, it also affects the circadian rhythm.
Thus, both the manic and the depressive-like states may be
affected in the clock delta 19 mouse model (Einat et al.,
2005; Lien et al., 2008).

b. For over a century, clinical observers have reported that the
severity of the symptoms of BD increases with the frequency
of the episode. For example, Kraepelin (1909) observed that
with increasing episodes of BD the course of the illness became
worse and more frequent thereby suggesting that sensitisation
of the condition occurred. It was later shown that behavioural
sensitisation to psychostimulants also shortened the frequency
between episodes in BD patients, cocaine and amphetamine
being well established to produce these effects (Post, 1990).
Manic-like behaviour that was initiated by amphetamine was
attenuated by valproate, lithium and other mood stabilisers
(Sharma et al., 2016).

In experimental studies in rodents, the abrupt withdrawal of
chronically administered psychostimulants results in a depres-
sive-like state, accompanied by an increase in anxiety-like
behaviour (Mutschler & Miczek, 1998; Barr & Phillips, 1999).
These behavioural changes are associated with serotonergic
super sensitivity (Baumann & Rothman, 1998), a transient
decrease in noradrenaline in the hypothalamus and a reduction
in the responsiveness to the amphetamine stimulus (Paulson
et al., 1991). Schwartz et al. (1982) showed that a switch
occurred in the beta-endorphin-induced locomotor activity
in rodents from a hyper-to a hypo-responsiveness during the
withdrawal of amphetamine. The prominent neurotransmitter
changes associated with these states in rodents are predicted to
be the catecholamines and Ach, respectively (Berk et al., 2007;
van Enkhuizen et al., 2015).

To date, the psychostimulant stimulation models in rodents
are unique in developing both the manic-like and depressive-
like phases of BD (Kato et al., 2007). However, it is already
apparent that there are numerous different neurotransmitter
pathways involved so that only limited information is currently
available regarding any primary change(s) which are respon-
sible for the key bipolar phenotype. This has helped to stimulate
research into genetically based models involving ‘knock-down’
mice (Zhuang et al., 2001) in which the dopaminergic system is
overexpressed by the use of the inducible lentivirus vector
(Freund et al., 2016).

c. Changes in central Dopaminergic function in rodent models
of BD.

The DA system has received particular attention as both
clinical and experimental evidence suggest that this system is
vulnerable to change in BD (Berk et al., 2007). Whereas the
manic state appears to be associated with DA hyperactivity,
the depressive state may result from a desensitisation of DA
receptors in response to the excessive DA stimulation. In

support of this observation, while clinical studies show that
the manic state is usually responsive to neuroleptics which
are DA receptor antagonists, the DA receptor agonist, bromoc-
riptine, also improved the depressive state (Zarate et al., 2004).

While rodent models of mania have mainly concentrated on
the effects of stimulants, more recently inducible lentivirus vec-
tors have been used to overexpress DA D1 receptors, for which
there is evidence that their overactivity in the prefrontal cortex
is associated with depressive-like behaviour (Freund et al.,
2016).

d. Rodent models based on changes in the activation of the mater-
nal immune system following the administration of the human
influenza virus, bacterial lipopolysaccharide or polyinosinic-
polycytidine (poly-I C) to pregnant animals cause the disrup-
tion of latent inhibition, impaired working memory, stereotypic
behaviour, increased anxiety-like behaviour and learned
helplessness (Meyer et al., 2005; Meyer, 2014; Ronovsky
et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2017). Changes in the striatal DA activity
are correlated with these behavioural changes (Zuckerman
et al., 2003). Thus, together with the immune changes widely
reported to occur in the serum of patients with BD (Maes
et al., 2012), there is evidence that the immune system might
also play an important part in the pathophysiology of BD.

However, despite the attraction of some of the rodent models in
expressing manic and depressive-like states which simulate BD,
so far no animal model has been developed to examine specifically
the switch mechanism between these states.

Treatment-induced mood changes

As treatment-induced mood switching is an important clinical
consideration, we reviewed the possible relationship between the
pharmacological properties of common psychotropics used in
the treatment of AD and treatment-induced mood switching, with
reference to the various hypotheses proposed for the mood switch-
ing mechanism.

Clinical trials

Many randomised trials of combination pharmacotherapy for the
management of unstable mood in BD focus on the utility of pairing
a mood stabiliser with a new generation antipsychotic (Goldberg,
2019). So far, there are no well-designed controlled trials with
adequate numbers and power to demonstrate what constitutes
an effective stable mood maintenance regimen in BD or patients
with unstable mood.

Much hope was put in the new generation antipsychotic agents
with dual 5HT andDAmodulation properties and agents with par-
tial DA agonist action such as aripiprazole and brexpiprazole.
Lurasidone is currently the only treatment for bipolar depression
approved in the United States as both a monotherapy and an
adjunctive therapy with lithium or valproate. Lurasidone was stud-
ied both as a monotherapy and adjunctive treatment to lithium or
valproate. It has also been studied in acute depression and preven-
tion of recurrence of any mood episode in patients with BD,
whether initially treated for bipolar depression or mania. However,
data from trials of combining lurasidone to lithium or valproate for
BDwere inconsistent (Loebel et al., 2015). Although some research
findings indicated that it is effective for acute bipolar depression,
long-term data is still needed (Pompili et al., 2018) and it has not
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demonstrated efficacy in relapse prevention when added to amood
stabiliser (Ali et al., 2020).

In patients with bipolarity andmixed features, a combination of
antidepressant drugs and mood stabilisers or atypical antipsy-
chotics is recommended, rather than antidepressant monotherapy.
Regarding the selection of mood stabilisers, lamotrigine appeared
to be the most reliable, lithium’s effect is modest, while clear evi-
dence is lacking for valproate and carbamazepine (Shim et al.,
2017). The most efficacious combination treatments in all phases
of bipolar illness are also urgently needed (Zarate & Quiroz, 2003).

Non-conventional agents for maintenance of stable mood

The usefulness of some non-conventional agents, including
tamoxifen, allopurinol, methoxyprogesterone, ketamine, modafi-
nil, pramipexole, pregnenolone and armodafinil, celecoxib, lisdex-
amfetamine, memantine, N-acetylcysteine, as monotherapy and as
combination therapy with lithium and other mood stabilisers, have
been reported to be useful in some patients. While they may open
‘new horizons’ in the understanding of the mechanism of unstable
mood, their efficacies still have to be tested in formal clinical trials
(Fountoulakis et al., 2016).

Drug-induced switching in mood states

The mean rates of antidepressant-associated mood elevations in
studies comparing bipolar I disorder and bipolar II disorder were
14.2% and 7.1%, respectively, in acute trials (less than 16 weeks),
and 23.4% and 13.9%, respectively, in maintenance studies.

Drug-induced changes inmood are a practical concern formost
clinicians managing patients suffering from affective disorders as
the use of antidepressant drugs to treat bipolar depression is often
unavoidable. For most clinicians, an important question needed to
be addressed is whether the neurotransmitter profile of an anti-
depressant drug is related to its tendency to induce a mood shift
(Gijsman et al., 2004; Sidor & Macqueen, 2011; Zhang et al.,
2013; Baldessarini et al., 2020). If this is true, then certain anti-
depressant drugs with or without certain neurotransmitter proper-
ties will be preferred over others.

Antidepressant-induced shift intomania in bipolar patients was
claimed to be common and occurs early (Tondo et al., 2010). As it
has been suggested that there is DA and or NE hyperactivity in
mania and that DA antagonists are anti-manic, one would expect
antidepressant drugs that potentiate DA and or NE neurotrans-
mission would possess a stronger tendency to induce a mania
switch. However, this may not be the case (Carlson et al., 2004;
Dell’Osso et al., 2013; Corp et al., 2014).

Reducing DA transporter functioning recreates many aspects of
BD mania including hyper motivation in the animal model (van
Enkhuizen et al., 2014; Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017). Kurita
(2016) suggested that NE plays a critical role in the manic switch,
as well as in the reversal of depression in bipolar. Tricyclic anti-
depressant drugs usages were reported to be associated with a
higher incidence of drug induce mania (10%) than other types
(3.2%) of antidepressant drugs combined (Peet & Peters, 1995;
Gijsman et al., 2004; Mundo et al., 2006; Tondo et al., 2010).
Koszewska and Rybakowski (2009) also reported that the risk of
switching was higher during treatment with TCA than with
non-TCA drugs (36% vs. 17%) and for individual TCAs, the high-
est with amitriptyline (42% of treated episodes), imipramine (40%)
and clomipramine (35%). A retroactive electronic case register
cohort study reported SSRIs and venlafaxine usage showed a sig-
nificant association with an increased incidence of mania and BD

(Patel et al., 2015). Some case reports (Freitas et al., 2019) also did
not consistently support that the DA and NE type of antidepres-
sant drugs being more inclined to induce a manic switch.

Duloxetine, a more balanced dual 5HT andNE uptake inhibitor
(SNRI) than venlafaxine, was reported to show a lower incidence of
drug-induced mania (Dunner et al., 2005). Escitalopram, an SSRI
with insignificant action on neurotransmitter pathways other than
5HT, was reported to induce mania/hypomania in a dose-related
manner (Yamaguchi et al., 2018). Thus, there is no clear evidence
to support that catecholamine (DA and NE) or 5HT activation
would consistently induce mania, or which antidepressant drug
is associated with the induction of mania. The number of reports
and the N size of the reports were all too small to support the use or
avoidance of any specific group of antidepressants in BD. A much
larger subject size review of cases of antidepressant drug-induced
mania and hypomania needs to be done to answer this clinically
important question.

An explanation for the higher incidence for TCA-induced
mania compared to other groups of antidepressant drugs may
come from the observation of scopolamine’s (an anticholinergic
drug) antidepressant effect (Furey & Drevets, 2006). This raises
an interesting point in the development of antidepressant drug
development. Modern antidepressant drugs had their origin from
atropine/scopolamine which are anticholinergic/histaminergic
molecules (Tang & Tang, 2019). The second-generation anti-
depressant drugs such as SSRIs and SNRIs, derived from antihist-
amine backbones, were considered improvements over TCAs with
the removal of the anticholinergic/antihistaminergic side effects.
Some patients who did not respond to SSRI/SNRIs improved on
TCAs. The effectiveness of oral scopolamine as an adjuvant to cit-
alopram in alleviating the symptoms of major depression (Khajavi
et al., 2012) may highlight the same essential anticholinergic com-
ponents. Thus, the removal of anticholinergic property from the
TCAs might have removed an important antidepressant pharma-
cological component. Most TCAs (except amitriptyline and amox-
apine) (PDSP Ki Database, accessed September 1, 2020) do not
possess significant 5HT7 antagonist properties, while both 5HT3
and 5HT7 antagonism have been found to be responsible for or
to potentiate antidepressant action of antidepressant drugs
(Perez-Palomar et al., 2018; Balcer et al., 2019). It would be inter-
esting to observe if 5HT3 and 5HT7 antagonism also tend to
induce mania and this may shed light on the pathogenesis of mood
state switching as well.

The emergence of loss of efficacy during antidepressant drug
treatment is observed clinically (Fornaro et al., 2019). Whether
the cause is spontaneous mood switching or rapid cycling caused
by other factors such as compliance or other external factors is
unclear at present. In conjunction, it is important to mention that
cases of mania appearance with various antidepressant cessation
(Ali & Milev, 2003; Andrade, 2004; Narayan & Haddad, 2011;
Verma&Mohapatra, 2015; Kwok& Lim, 2017) were also reported.
While the withdrawal-induced mania seemed to be self-limiting
and subsided with drug withdrawal, the presence of mood stabil-
isers may not protect against the induced mania and anti-manic
treatments may be necessary (Goldstein et al., 1999; Andrade,
2004). As chronic antidepressant administration was associated
with receptor subsensitivity (Tang et al., 1981), acute withdrawal
may result in a rebound hypersensitivity state, manifested as hypo-
mania or mania.

Stoll et al. (1994) reported that MAOIs and bupropion may be
associated with milder manic states than either tricyclic drugs or
fluoxetine. They noted that antidepressant-associated mania
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appears to be a milder and more time-limited syndrome than
spontaneous mania and argued that it may represent a distinct
clinical entity.

Sporadic case reports of specific antidepressant-induced hypo-
mania and mania, such as agomelatine (Thorpe et al., 2014; Tu &
Lin, 2014; Kennel et al., 2017), trazodone (Warren & Bick, 1984;
Arana & Kaplan, 1985; Knobler et al., 1986; Ashford, 2019) sertra-
line (Kumar et al., 2000; Mendhekar et al., 2003) and bupropion
(Goren & Levin, 2000; Kahyacı Kılıç et al., 2019) caused concerns
of their usage in bipolar patients. Such case reports also continued
to show with other individual SSRIs and new antidepressant drugs
such as vortioxetine (Maud, 2016; Sobreira et al., 2017). Others

argued that they may not necessarily cause mood state switching
with reintroduction or dose reduction (Jabeen & Fisher, 1991;
Kahyacı Kılıç et al., 2019) and their tendency to induce a switch
into mania may also be mitigated in the presence of mood stabil-
isers (Wichniak et al., 2015; Yatham et al., 2016).

Irrespective of the inconsistent findings so far regarding anti-
depressant neurotransmitter profiles and their tendency to
induce switching, it is still useful to use their profile as a guideline
in switching to a drug with a different neurotransmitter profile
when mood state switching occurs. We therefore summarised
the neurotransmitter profile of antidepressant drugs in Table 1
for reference.

Table 1. Choosing antidepressant drugs in patients experiencing treatment-induced mania

Antidepressant drug

Pharmacological properties to consider when prescribing References for
mechanism of
action Induced mood switch reports5HT NE DA ACh Histamine

TCAs (Tertiary),
for example

amitriptyline,
imipramine,
doxepin,
maprotiline,
clomipramine

Acute: enhance
Chronic: 5HT2

subsensitivity

Acute: enhance
Chronic: Beta

receptor
subsensitivity

Anti- Anti- Tang et al. (1981) Peet and Peters (1995),
Gijsman et al. (2004), Mundo
et al. (2006), Koszewska and
Rybakowski (2009), Tondo
et al. (2010)

TCAs (Secondary),
for example

nortriptyline,
desipramine,
trimipramine

5HT2 subsensitivity
with chronic dose

Acute: enhance
Chronic: Beta

receptor
subsensitivity

Tang et al. (1981)

MAOI-A, for example
moclobemide

Enhance Enhance Stoll et al. (1994) Stoll et al. (1994)

MAOI-B, for example
selegiline, rasagiline

Enhance Stoll et al. (1994)

MAOI (Aþ B),
for example

phenelzine,
tranylcypromine

Enhance Enhance Enhance Stoll et al. (1994)

SSRIs, for example
fluoxetine, paroxetine,
escitalopram.
sertraline

Enhance Nutt (2002) Kumar et al. (2000),
Mendhekar et al. (2003), Patel
et al. (2015), Yamaguchi et al.
(2018)

SNRIs, for example
duloxetine,
venlafaxine

Enhance Enhance (dose
related for
venlafaxine)

Nutt (2002) and
Blier et al. (2007)

Patel et al. (2015), Dunner
et al. (2005)

NRIs, for example
atomoxetine,
reboxetine

Enhance Kumar and
Varambally (2017)

Bahali et al. (2013), Liu et al.
(2014), Vieta et al. (2001)

Trazodone 5HT2 antagonist α-1 antagonist Ashford (2019),
Knobler et al.
(1986)

Warren and Bick (1984), Arana
and Kaplan (1985), Knobler
et al. (1986), Wichniak et al.
(2015)

Bupropion 5HT3 antagonist Enhance Enhance Stuebler and
Jansen (2020),
Stoll et al. (1994)

Kahyacı Kılıç et al. (2019),
Goren and Levin (2000)

Mirtazapine 5HT2,3 antagonist
Enhance 5HT1A

mediated 5HT
transmission

Enhance (by α-2
antagonist)

Anti- Anttila and
Leinonen (2001),
Freitas et al.
(2019)

Freitas et al. (2019), Bhanji
et al. (2002), Wichniak et al.
(2015)

Agomelatine 5HT2 antagonist,
melatonin MT1 and

MT2 agonist

Guardiola-
Lemaitre et al.
(2014)

Thorpe et al. (2014), Tu and
Lin (2014), Kennel et al. (2017)

Vortioxetine Enhance
5HT1D,3,7,

antagonist,
5HT1B partial
agonist, 5HT1A
receptor agonist

Enhance Enhance Enhance Enhance Sanchez et al.
(2015)

Maud (2016), Sobreira et al.
(2017)
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Pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamic and drug−drug
interaction factors
Changes in drug and drug target response due to pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamic factors may be responsible for the switch-
ing of mood state in patients receiving treatment. Though the inci-
dence of CYP enzyme-related extensive and slow metabolisers of
psychotropics and G-glycoprotein drug transport abnormality of
psychotropics may not be high, they are still important factors
to exclude when mood switching began to occur in a patient pre-
viously well maintained. This is because patients with unstable
mood, and in particular patients with BD, tend to be on polyphar-
macy and the introduction of additional medications is common
over the course of treatment. CYP enzymes are also the major
enzymes for the metabolism of psychotropics. Drug−drug inter-
actions and metabolic pathway shifts (Albers et al., 1996;
Yoshioka et al., 2000; Tang & Helmeste, 2008; Tang et al., 2017)
definitely is an important aspect of therapeutics in polypharmacy
situations.

Clinical profiles of patients with unstable mood
The clinical profiles of patients with unstable mood levels have
been studied extensively. Niitsu et al. (2015) summarised the risk
factors as younger age, previous history of rapid cycling, severe
manic symptoms, suicide attempts, amphetamine use and certain
pharmacological and psychotherapeutic treatments. For the cur-
rent depressive episode, the identified risk factors were mood
elevation, multiple mania-associated symptoms with at least mod-
erate severity and comorbid panic attacks.

With regard to diagnosis, the risk of antidepressant-induced
mood elevations appeared to be greater in bipolar I disorder than
bipolar II disorder and higher in bipolar II disorder than other
mood disorders. Mood converted mostly to hypomania in bipolar
II and mood disorders. Patients with bipolar I disorder would
experience manias and hypomanias (Bond et al., 2008). It was sus-
pected that between 1/3 to ¼ of bipolar patients may be ‘inherently
susceptible’ to antidepressant-inducedmanias. Those with a strong
genetic loading and whose illness began early are especially at risk.
Identification of high-vulnerability subgroups (Visser & Van Der
Mast, 2005) and differentiate illness-specific frommedication-spe-
cific factors in mood switching will be needed in future trials
(Goldberg & Truman, 2003). A similar mechanism may underly
both the rapid mood switching in some forms of BD and the affec-
tive instability of borderline personality disorder and may even
have the same genetic aetiology (MacKinnon & Pies, 2006).

Polypharmacy is defined here as the prescription of a combina-
tion of mood stabilisers (lithium, valproic acid), antipsychotics
(DA antagonists or partial antagonists (aripiprazole), antidepres-
sant drugs and benzodiazepines or the z drugs). The number of
medications in polypharmacy has been studied (Visser & Van
Der Mast, 2005; Fornaro et al., 2016a, 2016b). The iterative addi-
tion of more and more drugs to the treatment regimen often is the
pressure of suboptimal response in the earlier stage, but clearly
without evidence from the literature. Interestingly, the personality
of the patient (lower scores on openness, extraversion and lower
conscientiousness) also appeared to invite polypharmacy (Sachs
et al., 2014).

Conclusion

We are still far from understanding the neurobiology underlying
mood instability or mood switching in affective disorders. There
is no single hypothesis that offers practical guidance for using

psychotropics to manage patients with unstable mood so far.
From the literature review, there is a poverty of double-blind pla-
cebo control studies with large patient numbers examining this
issue. It is still inconclusive whether one antidepressant or groups
of antidepressant drugs is safe from inducing mania or a mood
state switching, with or without mood stabiliser coverage. Drug-
induced mood level changes cannot yet be explained by simple
activation of or antagonism between specific neuropathways.
Case reports appeared to show that antidepressant drug-induced
mania could be managed by dose reduction, withdrawal, or
replacement of the antidepressant drug, or with anti-manic agents.
However, the validity of observations from single case reports
needs larger double-blind control studies to verify. It is likely that
drug-induced or drug withdrawal-related mood changes, mania,
hypomania or depression, have a different mechanism from the
spontaneous mood state switching or switch caused by other fac-
tors such as seasonal changes. In this regard, no antidepressant or
antipsychotic drug has been demonstrated to show an advantage
over others. Much more research will be necessary to enable a
clearer understanding of the nature of mood state switching in
affective disorders and its treatment.
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